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ABSTRACT

Shock-driven hydrodynamic instabilities in a plasma usually lead to interfacial mixing and the generation of electromagnetic fields, which are
nonequilibriumprocesses coupling kinetics withmeso- andmacroscopic dynamics. The understanding andmodeling of these physical processes
are very challenging tasks for single-fluid hydrodynamic codes. This work presents a new framework that incorporates both kinetics and
hydrodynamics to simulate shock waves and hydrodynamic instabilities in high-density plasmas. In this hybrid code, ions aremodeled using the
standard particle-in-cell method together with a Monte Carlo description of collisions while electrons are modeled as a massless fluid, with the
electron heat flux and fluid–particle energy exchange being considered in the electron pressure equation. In high-density plasmas, Maxwell’s
equations are solved usingOhm’s law instead ofAmpère’s law. This hybrid algorithm retains ion kinetic effects and their consequences for plasma
interpenetration, shock wave propagation, and hydrodynamic instability. Furthermore, we investigate the shock-induced (or gravity-induced)
turbulent mixing between a light and a heavy plasma, where hydrodynamic instabilities are initiated by a shock wave (or gravity). This study
reveals that self-generated electromagnetic fields play a role in the formation of baroclinic vorticity along the interface and in late-timemixing of
the plasmas. Our results confirm the ability of the proposed method to describe shock-driven hydrodynamic instabilities in a plasma, in
particular, nonequilibrium processes that involve mixing and electromagnetic fields at the interface.

© 2021 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0042973

I. INTRODUCTION

In inertial confinement fusion (ICF),1 understanding and sup-
pressing shock-driven hydrodynamic instabilities2,3 and the ion mix4,5

are crucial for achieving ignition. In a plasma, the evolution of both
shock wave and hydrodynamic instabilities depends on the ion–ion
mean free path (MFP), λii� 1/σni, whereni is the ion density and σ is the
collisional cross-section. In high-density and low-temperature plasmas,
where the ion–ion MFP is much smaller than the gradient scale length
L � (d logni/dx)−1 of the plasma, i.e., λii ≪ L, the system is entirely
dominated by collisions and can be described satisfactorily by hydro-
dynamic simulations. In the opposite regime, λii≫ L, the shock wave is

collisionless, and the system is usually treated kinetically using, for
example, particle-in-cell (PIC) methods. However, a difficult task is
faced when attempting to handle the physics in the transition regime
with λii ≃ L, where ion kinetic processes usually play an important role,
and therefore a hydrodynamic description of such moderate-density
plasmas is no longer valid.

Several regions inside ICF hohlraums have been found where
kinetic plasma effects are expected to play an important role. For in-
stance, for shock wave propagation at the inner surface of the capsule6

and in the rebound of the shock wave from the center,7 laser/plasma
interactions during the laser drive,8 and plasma interpenetration at the
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hohlraum wall/gas interface,9,10 the standard single-fluid descriptions
are inadequate. Furthermore, fully kinetic simulation methods, such as
standard PIC and Fokker–Planck codes, are computationally expensive
because theyneed to resolve the plasma frequencyωpe �

���������
4πnee2/me

√
.11

In these regimes, electromagnetic hybrid fluid–PIC codes (in
which ions are treated as particles and electrons as constituting a
massless fluid) are more reliable and adaptable tools for investigating
such complex kinetic plasma behavior. This hybrid approach is valid
because the simulation time ismuch longer than the relaxation time of
electron–electron collisions and the simulated plasma scale is much
larger than the Debye length of the plasma. Furthermore, the hybrid
fluid–PIC method has many merits: (i) The ions are modeled ki-
netically, with the possibility of handling non-Maxwellian ion dis-
tributions, which allows the hybrid method to intrinsically capture
many effects that are difficult or impossible for fluid simulations. (ii)
The hybrid method does not have to resolve the electron spatial scale,
i.e., the Debye length, and the associated time scale. Therefore,
modeling much larger spatial/temporal scales than can be dealt with
using a fully kinetic method12 becomes possible. (iii) The influence of
self-generated magnetic fields, which can result from misaligned
density and temperature gradients ∇ne 3 ∇Te,

13 can be included.
In the last few years, hybrid fluid–PIC techniques have emerged

as an efficient solution to nonequilibrium plasma simulations of, for
example, high-Mach-number shock waves,14 laser–plasma interac-
tions and hot-electron generation,15 magnetized pinches,16 plasma
interpenetration,17 species separation,18 high-energy particle trans-
port,19–24 and fast ignition physics.25,26 Furthermore, electromagnetic
hybrid plasma codes have been developed to study collisionless
shocks27 and Kelvin–Helmholtz instability12 in collisionless plasmas.
However,most of these codes use theDarwin approximation and thus
exclude completely the propagation of electromagnetic waves.

In this article, we first present a new approach using the hybrid
fluid–PIC technique to provide a more accurate estimation of the
complex late-time behavior of shock-driven hydrodynamic instabilities.
An important distinction between this approach and that adopted in the
models considered by Davies et al.,20 Xu et al.,22 and Honrubia and
Meyer-ter-Vehn24 is that we retain a particle description for all the ions
in the plasma. Furthermore, our approach is distinguished from the
models considered by Lembege and Simonet,27 Thoma et al.,15

Higginson et al.,17 and Cohen et al.25 in that we use the density con-
tinuity equation and retain the displacement current in Ampère’s law
(i.e., we do not apply the Darwin approximation) to make sure that
charge conservation is satisfied and the charge separation electric field is
also simultaneously included throughout the simulation.

We then present a fundamental study of shock-driven insta-
bilities, which indicates that hydrodynamic instabilities could bemore
harmful to ICF than predicted by hydrodynamic simulations: the
increased ion mix can enhance thermal energy loss and reduce the
implosion performance in ICF, and the distortion of the transmitted
shock wave may affect shock convergence in the ICF implosion. This
should provide motivation for future studies of shock-driven hy-
drodynamic instabilities under more realistic plasma conditions.

II. ALGORITHMS FOR HYBRID FLUID–PIC SIMULATION
CODE

Here, the kinetic PIC and fluid models are combined in a single
hybrid code Ascent-H (where “Ascent” stands for Assembly System

for Computational ExperimeNT), which incorporates a Monte Carlo
binary collision model, the PIC method, and fluid techniques. The
model allows us to assess the complex late-time behavior of shock
waves and shock-driven hydrodynamic instabilities. While the ion
dynamics are treated kinetically using standard PIC techniques, the
electrons are modeled as a massless fluid. Ascent-H also provides the
capability for evaluating self-generated electromagnetic fields and
small-scale structure hydrodynamic instabilities, which can sub-
stantially increase interfacial growth compared with the hydrody-
namic case.

The hybrid model is based upon our previously developed
relativistic electromagnetic PIC code Ascent-P.28 In the following
subsections, we provide the details of the newly developed meth-
odology for calculating electron fluid current, electron pressure,
electric field, magnetic field, and the collisional force between the
electron fluid and the ions.

A. Deviation of Ohm’s law for electric field

The equations of motion for electrons and ions in a plasma can
be written as follows:29

nimi
dVi

dt
� eZini E + Vi3

B
c

( )−∇pi −∇ · πi + R, (1)

neme
dVe

dt
� −ene E + Ve3

B
c

( )−∇pe −∇ · πe −R, (2)

where πj (j � e, i) is the anisotropic viscosity tensor, which gives rise to
stresseswithin eachfluid.Here, the terms∇ · πjwill be ignored, since the
associated collisions do not give rise to much diffusion. The term R �
Ru + RT represents the transfer of momentum between electrons and
ions by collisions. It consists of two parts: (i) a frictional forceRu, which
is due to the existence of a relative velocityu�Ve−Vi, withVe�−Je/ene,
and (ii) a thermal force RT due to the gradient in the electron tem-
perature. These frictional and thermal forces are given by30

Ru � −α∥u∥ − α⊥u⊥ + α∧(b3u), (3)

RT � −βuT∥ ∇∥Te − βuT⊥ ∇⊥Te − βuT∧ (b3∇Te), (4)

respectively, where

α∥ � α0η, α⊥ � η 1−
α ′
1χ

2 + α ′
0

Δ( ),
α∧ � η

χ

Δ (α ″
1χ

2 + α ″
0 ),

β∥
uT � neβ0, β⊥

uT � ne
β ′
1χ

2 + β ′
0

Δ ,

βuT∧ � ne
χ(β ″

1χ
2 + β ″

0 )
Δ ,

η is the resistivity, and b�B/|B| is the unit vector in the direction of the
magnetic field. The subscripts ∥ and ⊥ on the vectors denote the
components respectively parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic
field; for example, u∥ � b(b ·u) and u⊥� b3 (u3 b). The values of the
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parameters α0, α0′, α1′, α ″
0 , α

″
1 and β0, β0′, β1′, β ″

0 , β
″
1 are given in

Refs. 30,31.
Note that the Hall parameter χ � ωceτe is an important quantity

here. It compares the electron magnetization parameter ωce with the
electron collision time τe, which determines how the magnetic field
inhibits the electron thermal conduction. The cyclotron frequency for
the electrons is

ωce � eB/mec � 1.763107B rad/s. (5)

The electron collision time is

τe � 3
���
me

√
T3/2
e

4
��
2π

√
Z2e4ni lnΛ

� 3.443 105
T3/2
e

ne lnΛ
s, (6)

where lnΛ is the Coulomb logarithm. Note that the Coulomb log-
arithm, electron collision time, and resistivity can also be given by the
Lee–More model.32 In solid-density plasmas, plasma waves will be
damped out, since the collision frequency (∼ne) is higher than the
plasma frequency ( ∼

��
ne

√
). In this case, electron inertia is no longer

important. Therefore, we can derive a generalized Ohm’s law as
follows.Wemultiply Eq. (1) by eZi/mi and sum over ion species i. We
then add the resulting equation to Eq. (2)multiplied by−e/me. Taking
the limit as me/Mi → 0, we obtain the generalized Ohm’s law

E + V3
B
c
� η∥J∥ + η⊥J⊥ −

1
ene

∇pe −R− J3
B
c

( ), (7)

which provides an explicit, algebraic determination of the electric field.
In Eq. (7),V ≃ (miVi +meVe)/(mi +me) is themass velocity and J

≡ e (niVi − neVe) is the total current density, where Ve � −Je/ne is the
background electron velocity. ∇pe is the gradient of the electron
pressure. In our high-density hybrid model, we use a scalar pressure
pe� nekTe, although this can easily be generalized to a tensor pressure.
Note that theV3B/c term and theHall term J3B/c in Eq. (7) can be
neglected in the case of unmagnetized and/or weakly magnetized
plasmas. However, when a significant magnetic field is present, the
frictional force of the ions on the electrons leads to a tensor resistivity

η � η∥bb + η⊥(I− bb)− η∧(b3). (8)

Note that when theHall parameter χ≪ 1, η∥J∥+ η⊥J⊥ can be simplified
to ηJ, where the resistivity η can be calculated using the Spitzer
model33 or the Lee–More model.32 To avoid numerical problems at
shock fronts in simulations, it is sometimes useful to include a small
amount of artificial viscosity in Eq. (7). As is well known, the viscosity
arises from particle–particle collisions, which convert fluid velocity
into thermal energy. In our hybrid fluid–PIC code, the ion–ion
collisions and ion–electron collisions are handled self-consistently.
Therefore, an artificial viscosity is not necessary. In the hybrid code,
the electron pressure gradient term∇pe, themomentum transfer term
RT + Ru, and the Hall term J3 B in Eq. (7) can be considered or not
depending on the setting of the control parameters.

Once we have the electric field, the magnetic field can be ob-
tained through Faraday’s law

zB
zt

� −c∇3E. (9)

On substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (9), we obtain an equation for the self-
generated magnetic field

zB
zt

�∇3(V3B)−∇3
J
ene

3B( ) + c∇3
∇pe

ene
( )

− c∇3
RT + Ru

ene
( )− c∇3 η∥J∥ + η⊥J⊥( ). (10)

The first term on the right-hand side of this equation corresponds to
frozen-in advection of the magnetic field. The second term is the Hall
term, which causes the magnetic field to advect at a velocityV − J/ene
≃ (miVi +meVe)/(mi +me) − (Vi −Ve) ≃Ve, sincemi≫me. The third
term c∇3 (∇pe/ene) is the Biermann battery term,which is usually the
main source of self-generated magnetic fields.13 The fourth term
slows down advection of the magnetic field into the hot region. The
fifth term is the resistive diffusion term. Thus, our hybrid fluid–PIC
code includes the source term, resistive dissipation, and advection of
the self-generated magnetic field due to both the plasma flow and the
Nernst term. Note that in the case of shock-driven hydrodynamic
instability, the thermal and flow pressures usually dominate the
magnetic pressure, i.e., the plasma beta parameter β � 8πp/B2 ≫ 1.
This means that although such magnetic fields do not affect the
hydrodynamics directly, they do have an indirect effect on the plasma
conditions by altering the electron heat transport.34

B. Equations for electron fluid current and density

The electron fluid current can be calculated using Ampère’s law

Je � c

4π∇3B−
1
4π

zE
zt

− (Ji + Jp), (11)

where Ji is the total current of the background ions and Jp is the total
current of injected particle beams. Usually, we have Jp ≃ 0 for the case
without an injected beam. In some cases, the displacement current
zE/zt can be neglected, which means that plasma oscillations at ωpe

will be neglected. In our hybrid fluid–PIC model, the displacement
current is retained. That is to say, charge separation effects can also be
simultaneously included. If we apply the continuity equation

zρ

zt
+ ∇ · J � 0, (12)

where J � Je + Ji + Jp is the total current and ρ is the charge density, we
can see that Eq. (11) implies that the Poisson equation ∇ ·E � 4πρ is
satisfied rigorously, which means that charge conservation holds
throughout the simulation. Equation (11) can be used to obtain the
electron number density ne, since ρ � −e(ne − Zni).

C. Electron fluid pressure equation

In the present model, the electron fluid pressure pe � nekTe is
used. Therefore, the electron temperature can be obtained from the
electron fluid pressure equation35

z

zt
+ Ve · ∇( )pe � −γPe∇ · Ve −∇ · qe + Qe, (13)

where the terms on the right-hand side are the “PdV” term, the
electron heat flux, and the electron heating, respectively. The electron
heat flux qe � que + qTe consists of two analogous parts,

que � βTu∥ u∥ + βTu⊥ u⊥ + βTu∧ (b3u), (14)
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qTe � −κe∥∇∥Te + κe⊥∇⊥Te + κe∧(b3∇Te), (15)

where

βTu∥ � βuT∥ Te, βTu⊥ � βuT⊥ Te, βTu∧ � βuT∧ Te,

κe∥ �
neTeτe
me

γ0, κe⊥ � neTeτe
me

(γ ′
1 x2 + γ ′

0 )
Δ ,

κe∧ � neTeτe
me

x(γ ″
1x

2 + γ ″
0 )

Δ .

The values of the parameters γ0, γ0′, γ1′, γ ″
0 , and γ ″

1 are given in Ref. 30.
The electron heat flux due to collisions with ions is given by

Qe � −(Ru + RT) · u−Qi, (16)

whereRu andRT are defined in Eqs. (3) and (4), and the ion heatingQi

is given by

Qi ��
j

3me

mj

Z2nj
τe

(Te −Tj). (17)

Note that the scale length of the electron temperature gradient can
become comparable to or even shorter than the thermal electronMFP.
In such cases, the classical thermal conduction in ∇ · qe can result in
inaccurate or even unphysical results. Note that κe∥, κe⊥, and κe∧ are
usually different in the presence of a magnetic field, which means that
electron heat transport is affected by the magnetic field. Furthermore,
the diffusive thermal flux qTe can even exceed the free-streaming value
vthnekTe in regions with a large temperature gradient ∇Te. A common
way to handle these problems is to use a flux limiter, i.e., limit the
electron thermal flux to be less than the value fevthnekTe, where fe is the
so-calledflux limiter.Here, a flux limiter value of fe� 0.03–0.1 is used in
the simulations with a flux-limited thermal transport model.

D. Ion motion and electron–ion momentum transfer

In our hybrid fluid–PIC model, the ions are dealt with by the
standard PIC method. For an ion particle with position xi and charge
qi, the equation of motion can be derived from Eq. (1) as

mi
dvi
dt

� qi E + vi 3
B
c

( ) + Fie(xi)− nimi�
Nj

j�1
νij(vi − vj). (18)

The electromagnetic fields and the collision force in this equation,
needed at the ion position xi, are evaluated from the cell-vertex
(nodal) values using a fifth-order conservative weighting scheme.
The electromagnetic fields at the nodes are evaluated using Eqs. (7)

and (10). The term nimi�Nj

j�1νij(vi − vj) corresponds to ion–ion

collisions, which can be handled by a binary collision model with the
Monte Carlo method.36 Ion–electron collisions are incorporated into
the PIC method through the collision force at the nodes, which is
given by Jones et al.37 as

Fie � νiemie(〈ve〉− 〈vi〉)

+ νεie(Ti −Te)
〈v2i 〉− 〈vi〉2

−
νiem2

ie(〈ve〉− 〈vi〉)2
mi(〈v2i 〉− 〈vi〉2)[ ](〈vi〉− vi), (19)

where the angle brackets 〈〉 indicate averaging over the species
distribution function, andmie �mime/(mi +me) is the reduced mass.
In Eq. (19), the average (or fluid) ion quantities Ti, 〈vi〉 � Vi, 〈vi〉2,
and 〈v2i 〉 are derived at a grid point from interpolation of all particles
in the surrounding cells using the fifth-order conservative weighting
scheme. The average velocity of electrons at a grid point, 〈ve〉 �Ve, is
obtained from the fluid model described above. The dynamic friction
collision frequency in Eq. (19) can be calculated as

νie � 8
��π√
Z2
i e

4ne lnΛie

m2
ie(Δv)3

��π√
2
erf

Δv
vth

( )−
Δv
vth

exp −
Δv2
v2th

( )[ ], (20)

and the energy transfer collision frequency is given by

νεie �
16

��π√
Z2
i e

4ne lnΛie

mimev3th
exp −

Δv2
v2th

( ), (21)

where Δv � |Ve − Vi| and v2th � 2k(Ti/mi + Te/me). After the Monte
Carlo collision process has been completed, an ion particle with a
velocity vi is moved according to

dxi
dt

� vi. (22)

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Model validation

In this subsection, we validate the electron (fluid)–ion (particle)
energy transfer calculation methods and hybrid fluid–PIC method
with some test examples, before using the proposed model for actual
simulations of physical systems. Here, we present two test examples
for validation. The first example is a check of the energy transfer rate
between fluid electrons and particle ions by setting the components of
the plasma to have different temperatures. The electron fluid has a
temperature of 0.1 keV, and the ions have an initial Maxwellian
temperature Ti � 10 keV. The simulation is performed for a plasma
with a uniform density ne � 1024 cm−3 and an ion massM � 1836me.
The Coulomb logarithm lnΛαβ is determined by the Lee–More
model. The simulation is performed in the x–y plane, with the plasma
uniformly distributed in the simulation box, with 100 3 100 com-
putational cells and 106 macroparticles. The time step is 0.6 fs. Both
the particle and field boundary conditions are periodic, either in the x
or the y direction. The self-consistent electromagnetic fields are
turned on in the simulation so that the hybrid fluid–PIC scheme can
also be verified. There is no relative drift, and the equilibration is
described by35

dTα

dt
��

β

ναyβ
ε (Tβ −Tα), (23)

where

ναy β
ε � 1.8310−19

(mαmβ)1/2Z2
αZ

2
βnβ lnΛαβ

(mαTβ +mβTα)3/2
s−1. (24)

Here, α and β are the labels of the particle species inside the plasma.
Equations (23) and (24) can be solved numerically.

Figure 1 shows the energy transfer between fluid electrons and
particle ions. The simulation agrees well with the theoretical pre-
diction of Eqs. (23) and (24) over the whole range of time evolution.
We note that the internal ion–ion collisions are handled by the binary
collision Monte Carlo method, and the energy transfer between fluid
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electrons and particle ions is handled by the collision force from
Eq. (19). It is important to stress that the plasma density in this test
example is high enough to damp the plasma waves, and the physics is
dominated by collisional processes. Hence, the electromagnetic field
energy is negligible, and the system energy is dominated by the energy
transfer between the fluid electrons and particle ions.

In the second test example, we consider two different species of
ions (CH) with properties similar to those in the first example. In this
case, we set the temperatures of both ion populations equal, T1 � T2

� 10 keV, and Te � 0.1 keV for the electron fluid. The simulation is
performed in the same geometry with the same number of cells but
23 106 particles. The ion number ratio is C:H � 1:1. Figure 2 shows
the energy transfer between fluid electrons and the two ion species.
Note that the temperature equilibration of the fluid electrons and the
two ion species is again described by Eqs. (23) and (24). This test
simulation also confirms that the energy transfer between fluid
electrons and particle ions is handled correctly by our hybrid
fluid–PIC code.

B. Hybrid fluid–PIC simulation of Richtmyer–Meshkov
instability of a thermal interface

The problem of shock-driven hydrodynamic instabilities is
crucial for understanding the detailed implosion physics in ICF. For
instance, the Richtmyer–Meshkov instability (RMI)38,39 exhibits
complex late-time behavior, and it has been shown that this is related
to the details of the initial interface.We now consider the evolution of
shock-driven RMI40 of perturbations at an interface separating two
fluids. Here, an incident planar shock propagates from a light to a
heavy plasma and then hits a single-mode sinusoidal perturbation
surface. Here, a “light plasma” (“heavy plasma”) is one in which the
ion mass is low (high).

To elucidate kinetic effects on the RMI, we investigate a case
where there is a jump in the initial density across the designed
perturbed interface due to a discontinuity in ion species. The initial
conditions are shown in Fig. 3. The initial configuration consists of
two different plasmas: a hydrogen plasma (Z� 1,A� 1,mi1� 1836me)
and a carbon plasma (Z � 1, A � 12, mi2 � 22 032me), separated by a

sinusoidal perturbation surface with an amplitude-to-wavelength
ratio a/λ � 0.25. The temperature of the electron fluid is 0.1 keV at the
initial moment. The densities of the plasma species are ρH � 0.08 g/cm3

in the left region and ρC � 5.01 g/cm3 in the right region. The piston
target is also hydrogen, with a density ρd � 0.08 g/cm3 and a piston
velocity ud � 3 3 103 μm/ns. The simulation box has 1000 3 100
computational cells and 1.6 3 106 macroparticles.

Figure 4 shows snapshots of the mass density of plasmas at t
� 2.02, 4.04, 6.07, and 8.09 ps. As the shock wave hits the plasma
interface, it splits into two nonplanarwaves: a transmitted shock and a
reflected shock. It then deposits baroclinic vorticity along the plasma
interface, which results in characteristic rollups and ion mixing. The
black contour near the interface in each panel of Fig. 4 encloses the
region in which the fractions of both ion populations exceed 10%, and
it thus reveals the growth of the ionmixing layer due to vorticity. This
region encircled by the black contour is the so-called ion mixing
region. In the growth of RMI, substantial ion mixing is introduced,
which can enhance thermal energy loss and reduce the implosion
performance in ICF.Note that ionmixing is self-consistently included
in our simulations, which is the first merit of the hybrid fluid–PIC
model. From Fig. 4, it can be seen that the growth of ion mixing is
mainly due to vorticity rather than to increasing RMI amplitude a(t).
Here, the vorticity is baroclinically generated at the plasma interfaces
in a continuous manner after the impact of the shock wave, which
substantially enhances the growth of interface perturbations. The
microstructural vortices can produce a wide mixing layer in a rela-
tively short time. After that, the instability continues to develop at a
reduced growth rate owing to the presence of the ion mixing layer.
Note that when ion kinetic effects are taken into account, the in-
stability can drive increased mixing and distortion of the transmitted
shock, which may affect shock wave convergence in ICF implosions.
At t � 6.07 ps, owing to the presence of a shear velocity between light
and heavy plasmas, Kelvin–Helmholtz instability starts to grow on
both sides of the interface. Figure 5 shows snapshots of the self-
generated magnetic field Bz originating from Eq. (10) at t � 2.02, 4.04,
6.07, and 8.09 ps. However, in comparison with the electric field, the
influence of the magnetic field on the ions is negligible, because the
magnetic component of the Lorentz force is dependent on the ion

FIG. 1. Energy transfer between fluid electrons and particle ions of mass M
� 1836me at density ne� 1024 cm−3. The circles and triangles indicate the simulation
results, and the solid and dashed lines are calculated using Eq. (23). Here, all the
energies are normalized by the maximum increment of the energy of the electron
fluid at the end of the simulation time.

FIG. 2. Energy transfer between fluid electrons and two species of ions (C:H � 1:1)
at density ne � 1024 cm−3. The symbols indicate the simulation results, and the lines
are calculated using Eq. (23). Here, all the energies are normalized by the maximum
increment of the energy of the electron fluid at the end of the simulation time.
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velocity, which is much smaller than the velocity of light. The results
obtained here provide significant insight into the microstructure of
kinetic simulations of a shocked plasma, which can be used to de-
termine themechanismgoverning the growth of plasma instabilities, as
well as toobtain better understandingof nonlinear ionmixingbehavior.

C. Hybrid fluid–PIC simulation of Rayleigh–Taylor
instability

We now consider ion kinetic effects on the growth of
Rayleigh–Taylor instability (RTI)41,42 using our hybrid fluid–PIC
code. RTI occurs at an interface between two fluids of different
densities during acceleration by a shock wave or a gravitational field.
Here, the simulation is initialized with a step function plasma in-
terface with initial perturbation peak-to-peak amplitude a0. In par-
ticular, the gravitational field in the simulations is set to ensure thatN
e-foldings can be fulfilled during a simulation runtime trun � 150 ps.
Note that our hybrid fluid–PIC model does not have to resolve
electron spatial scales as the standard PICmodel does, which enables a
long-runtime simulation. This is the secondmerit of the hybrid fluid-
PIC model. The initial conditions are shown in Fig. 6(a). The initial
configuration consists of two different plasmas: a heavy plasma (Z� 1,
A � 12, mi1 � 22 032me) and a light plasma (Z � 1, A � 1, mi2

� 1836me), separated by a sinusoidal perturbation surface with an
amplitude-to-wavelength ratio of a0/λ � 0.25. As before, a light
(heavy) plasma is one in which the ionmass is low (high). Note that in
our simulation model, we set an initial density gradient tailored to
match the gravitational field such that the system is in hydrostatic
equilibrium, except for a cosine perturbation in density at the plasma
interface. For simplicity, we set Z � 1 for both plasmas. The initial
mass densities of the plasmas are ρL � 8.26 g/cm3 (heavy plasma) in
the left region and ρR� 0.69 g/cm3 (light plasma) in the right region. In
our simulation, the Atwood number A � 0.84 and gravity g � 7.2
3 1016 cm/s2. The fluid electron temperature and the ion temperature
are 0.1 keV throughout the volume. The simulation box has 1200
3 160 computational cells and 30 3 106 macroparticles.

The evolution of a single-mode heavy/light plasma interface
shows the growth of RTI: see Figs. 6(b)–6(d). At the beginning, the
heavy plasma forms a spike as it penetrates the light plasma. Later, at

FIG. 3. Initial conditions for simulations of a piston-driven planar shock propagation through the perturbed interface separating two fluids of different densities.

FIG. 4. Snapshots of the distribution of the logarithm ofmass density (in units of g/cm3)
at times 2.02 ps (a), 4.04 ps (b), 6.07 ps (c), and 8.09 ps (d), showing the evolution
of a single-mode hydrogen/carbon interface. IS denotes the incident shock, RS
the reflected shock, TS the transmitted shock, and CRS the convergent reflected
shock. As the incident shock wave passes through the plasma interface, it
generates a slower second shock in the heavy plasma and a reflected shock
running backward into the light plasma. The black contour near the interface
encloses the region within which the fractions of both ion populations exceed
10%. This is the so-called ion mixing region.
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t � 150 ps, as the spike continues to grow, it rolls up at the tip owing to
the growth of secondary Kelvin–Helmholtz instability. Compared
with what is found in hydrodynamic simulations,34 the secondary
“mushroom cap” feature is weaker and secondary structures are
suppressed in our hybrid simulation because of the ion mixing. It is
important to mention that the evolution of RTI depends on the ion
MFP in a plasma. According to our hybrid simulations, if the plasma
density is high enough, ionmixing is insignificant because of the small
ionMFP, and the RTI evolution and spike shape are then very similar
to those in hydrodynamic simulations. On the contrary, if the plasma
density is much lower, ion mixing will be more significant because of
the larger ion MFP. In this case, the secondary structures will be
completely suppressed by the ion mixing. We will consider the
physics of this behavior in future work.

The self-consistently generated magnetic fields, which are mainly
due to theBiermannbatteryeffect [∇3 (∇Pe/ene)�−(kB/e)(∇ne3∇Te)/ne
in Eq. (10)], are depicted in Fig. 7 and have several interesting features.
Compared with the Hall-MHD simulated magnetic fields presented by
Srinivasan et al.,43 our hybrid fluid–PIC simulated magnetic fields Bz
have qualitatively the same profile in the linear phase of RTI, but with
opposite magnetic direction. The physical reason is straightforward: in
Ref. 43, the materials on both sides of the interface are the same deu-
terium plasma but with a hyperbolic tangent density profile and a
hyperbolic cosine pressure profile across the interface (aligned with y) to
satisfy ∇p ·∇ρ < 0, and the electron density gradient along the direction

of gravity (alignedwith y) has t(∇ne)g < 0. By contrast, in our case, since
the materials on each side of the interface are different, the electron
density gradient along the direction of gravity (aligned with x) has
(∇ne)g> 0 owing to the gravitational field and the evolution of RTI.
Therefore, our hybrid-simulated magnetic fields have the opposite
magnetic direction, since zB/zt ∼ −∇ne 3 ∇Te. Here, the magnetic
energy is clearly smaller than the thermal and kinetic energies of the
plasma. Hence, the magnetic fields cannot directly affect the growth of
RTI. However, they can result in a significant electron thermal con-
ductivity at the interface and intensify the formation of the spike. Note
that the ability to study the influence of the self-generated electric and
magnetic fields on the evolution of shock-driven hydrodynamic in-
stabilities in a plasma is the third merit of our hybrid fluid–PIC model.

IV. SUMMARY

We have introduced a new hybrid fluid–PIC code for simulating
the physics of shock waves and hydrodynamic instabilities in high-
density plasmas. The massless electron fluid is described by the
density continuity equation, electron pressure equation, and Ohm’s
law. The use of the density continuity equation and the retention of

FIG. 5.Snapshots of self-generatedmagnetic fieldsBz (in units of T) for RMI at times
2.02 ps (a), 4.04 ps (b), 6.07 ps (c), and 8.09 ps (d).

FIG. 6. (a) Initial conditions for simulation of ion kinetic effects on growth of
Rayleigh–Taylor instability. (b)–(d) Snapshots of the distribution of the logarithm of
mass density (in units of g/cm3) at times 50 ps, 100 ps, and 150 ps, respectively,
showing the evolution of a single-mode heavy/light plasma interface. The black
contour near the interface encloses the region within which the fractions of both ion
populations exceed 10% (the ion mixing region).
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the displacement current in Ampère’s law ensure that charge con-
servation is satisfied and the charge separation electric field is si-
multaneously included throughout the simulation. Ion–ion collisions
are modeled with a Monte Carlo method and ion–electron collisions
by grid-based Coulomb collisions. This hybrid code allows us to
model the microstructural physics of shock waves and hydrodynamic
instabilities in high-density plasmas, taking account of ion kinetic
effects, which would be a formidable task for a single-fluid code.

Wehave applied ourhybridfluid–PICsimulations to shock-driven
RMI and RTI in high-density plasmas and have found that when ion
kinetic effects are taken into account, the baroclinic vorticity along the
plasma interface can result in significant ion mixing, which enhances
thermal energy loss and reduces implosion performance in ICF. We
have also found that although self-generated magnetic fields play a role
in the generation of baroclinic vorticity along the interface and in late-
time mixing of the plasmas, this is not enough to affect the instability
itself directly. To the best of our knowledge, simulations of shock waves
and hydrodynamic instabilities in the transition regime with λii ≃ L,
including the influence of ion kinetic effects on the shock convergence
phase in ICF, havenot yetbeenstudied indetail. In the future,wehope to
use our hybrid fluid–PIC code to address these topics.
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